Elevate your Career
IT Certifications for New Professionals

Cisco Certified Network Associate - CCNA courses at
AKTINA are organised in morning or evening sessions.
Arrangements are flexible so that professionals do not have

•

Entry-level Network Engineers

to be absent from work for many consecutive days:

•

Network Administrators

•

Duration: 63 hours

•

Network Support Technicians

•

Morning arrangements: 9 sessions of 7 hours each,

•

Help-desk Technicians

•

Network Managers

•

Systems Engineers

usually once or twice a week

•

Evening arrangements: 21 sessions of 3 hours each,
twice a week

Attend our Implementing and Administering Cisco

Solutions course to get Cisco certified and advance your
IT career. Cisco is the worldwide leader in networking
solutions and CCNA is its most popular certification.

Exam 200-301: CCNA – Cisco Certified Network Associate
is 2-hours long. It may be delivered at our Lefkosia or

•

Duration: 63 hours

•

Morning or evening sessions

•

Flexible arrangements
based on demand

Research has shown that 78% of technology managers

Lemesos Center via Pearson VUE, of which AKTINA is an

consider technical certifications a critical success factor.

Authorised Test Center. The exam tests your knowledge

99% of organizations use certifications to make hiring

and skills related to the following:

decisions.

•

Network fundamentals

•

Network access

and more interconnected every day. The CCNA course

•

IP connectivity

gives you a broad range of fundamental knowledge for all

•

IP services

IT careers. You will learn how to install, operate, configure,

•

Security fundamentals

and verify basic IPv4 and IPv6 networks. You will cover

•

Automation and programmability

Software, networking and infrastructure are growing more

configuring network components such as switches,
routers and wireless LAN controllers, managing network

By passing the exam you automatically obtain the CCNA
credential.

devices and identifying basic security threats. The course
will also give you a foundation in network

This is how managers know that you know. The CCNA

programmability, automation, and software-defined

certification can take you where you want to go.

networking.

Path B’ Windows Server 2016 - Azure: 80 hours

•

Individuals looking for
preparation material to pass
exams related to Azure

This path covers the fundamentals of Windows Server
version 2016 and the core skills of Azure Administration.

•

Entry-level Windows Server
Administrators

•

Server Administrators from
previous Windows Server
versions

Cloud computing has become the de facto choice of IT in

•
•

is why Azure certifications are becoming increasingly

•

transition into Server or Azure

WS-011: Windows Server 2019 Administrator – Official
Microsoft Course (40 hours)

Azure is the most widely accepted service in Cyprus. This

AZ-104: Microsoft Azure Administrator – Official

maintenance

•

Azure Administrators who
possess practical experience

Course (40 hours)

popular.

Individuals from a service
desk role who wish to

Server 2016 – Official Microsoft Course (40 hours)

2021 due to remote work and the pandemic effects.
Microsoft is a major player in the global cloud market and

•
20740: Installation, Storage & Compute with Windows

but lack comprehensive skills

AKTINA has carefully designed two bundles of courses

and knowledge

leading to the prestigious Azure Administrator Associate
certification. All Microsoft courses offered by AKTINA are
official, using Microsoft approved courseware and

•

delivered by Microsoft Certified Trainers. They may be
taken in sequence under the following 2 alternative paths:
Path A’ Windows Server 2016 - 2019 - Azure: 120 hours

•

This path begins with a comprehensive coverage of
Windows Server versions 2016 & 2019, which are in high
demand in the Cyprus market. It then covers the core
skills any Azure Administrator should possess.

Exam: AZ-104: Microsoft Azure Administrator

•
•
•
•
•

Manage Azure identities and governance
Implement and manage storage
Deploy and manage Azure compute resources
Configure and manage virtual networking
Monitor and back up Azure resources

Certification: Microsoft Certified: Azure Administrator

•

Duration: 3 hours

Associate

•

Number of Questions: 40 - 60

•

Format: Multiple Choice

Office 365 has been widely adopted by both local and

The topics covered in the two courses reflect the job

international organizations based in Cyprus. This has

requirements:

generated high demand for Microsoft 365 Enterprise

•

Windows Server core skills and knowledge

•

Design and implement Microsoft 365 services

•

Manage user identity and roles

•

Manage access and authentication

Windows Server knowledge every IT Professional should

•

Plan Office 365 workloads and applications

possess.

•

Implement modern device services

The other two cover core and more specialized Office

•

Implement Microsoft 365 security and threat

Administrators who need to evaluate, plan, migrate,

•

deploy and manage Microsoft 365 services.
Individuals aspiring to assume
a Microsoft 365 Enterprise
Admin role

•

Individuals who want to be
well prepared to pass exams
related to Office 365 admin

•

Entry-level Office 365
Administrators

•

Office 365 Administrators who
possess practical experience

AKTINA provides three official Microsoft courses: The first
one is of 40 hours duration and gives the necessary

management

365 aspects:
1. MS-100: Microsoft 365 Identity & Services – Official

•

Manage Microsoft 365 governance and compliance

Course (40 hours)

2. MS-101: Microsoft 365 Mobility & Security – Official
Course (40 hours)

but lack comprehensive skills
and knowledge
Office 365 administrators from
previous versions

•

Number of Questions: 40 - 60

•

Duration: 2 hours
Format: Multiple Choice

To achieve the Microsoft 365 Certified: Enterprise
Administrator Expert certification you need to pass two
exams, each following the respective official course:

•

Exam MS-100: Microsoft 365 Identity & Services

•

Exam MS-101: Microsoft 365 Mobility & Security

Information Security experts are nowadays amongst the
most sought-after IT professionals in the market. And
EC-Council is the leading provider of security courses and
certifications. Being an EC-Council Accredited Training
Center, AKTINA is authorized to provide its acclaimed

•

official courses, exams and certifications.

Today’s computer users and
IT Pros who use the Internet
extensively to work, study and
play

The Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) program is the premier
certification of the most desired information security
training program any information security professional
The purpose of the CSCU
training is to provide
individuals with the
necessary knowledge and

skills to protect their privacy.
This course will immerse students into an interactive
environment where they will acquire a fundamental
understanding of various computer and network security
threats. It is addressed to professionals as well as users
who use the internet extensively to work, study and play.

will ever want to be in. To master the hacking
technologies, you will need to become one, but an ethical
one!

•

Network Administrators

•

Network Security
Administrators

AKTINA offers the official course which provides the
advanced hacking tools and techniques used by hackers
and security professionals alike. It gives the tools to
understand system weaknesses and defend against future
attacks.
Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH): 42 hours

Certified Secure Computer User (CSCU): 14 hours

•

Network Security Engineers

•

Network Defence Technicians

•

Security Analysts

•

Security Operators

•

Anyone who is involved in
network operations

Before attending CEH, students should preferably have
core Windows Server knowledge, which AKTINA will
provide in a Microsoft official course of 40 hours duration.

CND is the world’s most
advanced network defence

course that covers 14 current
network security domains
individuals should know
when they are planning to
protect, detect and respond to the network attacks. The
course contains hands-on labs and provides network
administrators real world expertise on current network
security technologies.
Certified Network Defender (CND): 42 hours

•

Information Security officers

•

IT Auditors

•

Security Professionals

•

Site Administrators

•

Penetration Testers

•

Anyone who is concerned
about the integrity of the
network infrastructure

Microsoft Querying and Business Intelligence (BI) tools

•

environment. AKTINA offers two courses which will make

•

Database Administrators

•

Database Developers

•

BI Professionals

•

Data Analysts

•

Business Analysts

•

SQL power users who aren’t

This course aims to introduce students to Transact-SQL.

necessarily database-focused;

It is designed in such a way that the first part can be

namely, report writers, business

taught as a course to participants requiring the

analysts and client application
developers

•

Individuals who develop
reports that visualize data from
the data platform technologies
that exist on both the cloud
and on-premise

you understand both SQL queries and data analysis. And

Duration: 3 hours

•

Number of Questions: 40 - 60

•

Format: Multiple Choice

•

DA-100: Analyzing Data with Power BI – Official
Microsoft Course (28 hours)

by passing the Power BI exam, you earn a fist-class BI
certification.

•

knowledge for other courses in the SQL Server and BI
curriculum.

It gives students a good understanding of the Transact
-SQL language which is used by all SQL Server-related
disciplines; namely, Database Administration, Database
Development and Business Intelligence. skills in
building and implementing databases across
organizations, and will qualify you for a position as a
database developer.

•

20761 – Querying Data with Transact-SQL – Official
Microsoft Course (40 hours)

have become extremely popular in today’s business

On this accelerated Microsoft Official course, you will
learn how to boost the value of your business data
assets by using Microsoft Power BI. You will gain

knowledge on designing and building scalable data
models, cleaning and transforming data and enabling
advanced analytic capabilities.
The course will also teach you how to access and
process data from a range of data sources including
both relational and non-relational data. You will manage
and deploy reports and dashboards for sharing and
content distribution. You will use DAX to build complex
measures and implement Time Intelligence.

•

Exam: DA-100: Analyzing Data with Power BI

•

Prepare the data

•

Model the data

•

Visualize the data

•

Analyze the data

•

Deploy and maintain deliverables

Certification: Microsoft Certified: Data Analyst
Associate

Cloud technology is now part of every programmer’s job.

Microsoft holds the top position in the cloud market in
Cyprus. AKTINA offers a comprehensive range of official

•

Introduction to C# (optional - 14 hours)

•

20483: Programming in C# - Official Course
(40 hours)

Microsoft courses aligned with a combination of the
Azure platform and programming languages.
Two alternative paths are available which have the Azure
part in common and differ in the programming technology

•

Developers who are interested

•

Microsoft Azure (14 hours)

•

ΑΖ-204: Developing Solutions for Microsoft Azure -

and maintaining cloud

Official Course (40 hours)

applications and services on

used. Students who do not possess adequate

in designing, building, testing

Microsoft Azure

programming experience will begin with an introductory
course. A foundation course covering the Azure

•

environment is also delivered:

Azure Developers who want
to enrich their knowledge in

•

Path A: HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3 & Azure Development

HTML5 with JavaScript and

•

Path B: C# & Azure Development

CSS3 (Path A) or the objectoriented environment of C#
(Path B)

•

Introduction to Web Development, HTML & JavaScript

•

Azure

(optional - 7 hours)

•

•
•
•
•
•

20480: Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and
CSS3 - Official Microsoft Course (40 hours)

•

Microsoft Azure (14 hours)

•

ΑΖ-204: Developing Solutions for Microsoft Azure Official Microsoft Course (40 hours)

Exam: AZ-204: Developing Solutions for Microsoft

•

Prepare the data
Model the data
Visualize the data
Analyze the data
Deploy and maintain deliverables

Certification: Microsoft Certified: Azure Developer
Associate

•

Test Duration: 2 ½ hours

•

Number of Questions: 40 - 60

Format: Multiple Choice

AKTINA offers a diverse training portfolio covering the leading
Microsoft, Cisco and EC-Council certifications.

Undoubtedly there is a gap between what universities teach in
Information Technology degrees and the ever-changing requirements
of the IT market. AKTINA courses aspire to fill this gap, by transferring
Certified Professionals stand apart

skills and knowledge sought by organizations in Cyprus. By following

from other IT personnel as they

one of the available paths, you may rest assured that you will be more

are capable of demonstrating

equipped to face employment challenges. And if you subsequently
pass the necessary exams, your CV will look much more attractive!

undeniable technical expertise to
employers, clients and the IT
community. We have a variety of

You are a person passionate about Information Technology and have

technical certifications which are

made up your mind that you want to follow a technology-related

invaluable in today’s highly

working path. AKTINA’s portfolio of courses offers you a wide

competitive IT work

spectrum of options which will help you prepare for a prestigious
certification of your choice.

environment. These certifications
are international and widely
accepted.

Other Official IT Training
for Existing Professionals
When you pass your exams and obtain your
first-level certifications, you might like to
consider attending other more advanced
courses of top world vendors like Oracle and

•

New IT Graduates

VMware. These lead to specialized

•

Non-Graduates who are

qualifications. As with other trainings, AKTINA

passionate about technology

is authorized to offer the official courses,

and want to follow an IT career

approved by the software vendors.

•

IT Professionals who lack
certifications and want to
enhance their career prospects

Tel: 22818101 / 25373800

